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Rationale 

Many teachers believe show-me boards are a useful tool in the classroom. Wiliam (2015) 

states that show-me boards are ‘the most important development in educational technology 

since the slate’. Generally, pupils seem to enjoy working with them, creating high levels of 

engagement. They also give instant whole class feedback to the teacher. The General 

Teaching Council for Scotland (GTCS) expects that registered teachers ‘plan coherent, 

progressive and stimulating teaching programmes which match learners’ needs and abilities 

(3.1.1) and ‘use assessment, recording and reporting as an integral part of the teaching process 

to support and enhance learning’ (3.3.1). The Assessment is for Learning (AifL) Scottish 

policy is also now embedded in the Curriculum for Excellence (2011).  

 

Aims 

The aim is to find out what happens when we use show-me boards in the classroom. 

 

Methodology 

This enquiry focuses on a Secondary 1 class (30 pupils around 12 years old), who had French 

lessons three times a week. Data was collected at least once a week for a period of four 

weeks, which would ensure continuity. Each pupil had access to their own show-me board, 

which was used in a different questioning context each week. Data was collected in 

qualitative and quantitative ways. 

Pupils answered a questionnaire at the start of the enquiry asking them: 

1. Do you like to use show-me boards? 

2. Why? 

3. How confident do you feel about showing your answer? 

4. Do you participate more when using show-me boards than when writing in your 

jotter? 

5. Do you try harder when using show-me boards than when writing in your jotter? 



 

Through observations, I noted pupils’ engagement during the lesson. I reflected after each 

lesson that included show-me boards. 

I also engaged in professional conversations with teachers from my school to understand how 

they used show-me boards. 

 

Findings 

Pupil engagement 

The data gathered from the questionnaire revealed that pupils’ attitudes towards show-me 

boards were split. To the question ‘do you like using show-me boards?’, 15 answered ‘yes’, 

and 14 answered ‘no’. This shows a narrow majority. Some pupils wrote that they considered 

show-me boards ‘more fun’, and ‘a nice change’ from writing in jotters. One can wonder how 

pupils would react if show-me boards were used in each lesson, making them a common and 

possibly boring occurrence. 

 

 
Most pupils in the class felt ‘very confident’ or ‘pretty confident’, which is positive and 

motivated me to continue this experiment. 
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Do	you	like	to	use	show-me	boards?		

yes	 no	



 
Furthermore, 16 pupils answered ‘yes’ to the question about higher participation. However, 

based on my own observations, I can say that participation averaged 100% with show-me 

boards. One of the expectations I set for using show-me boards was that the whole class must 

participate. This is a major advantage for using this technique, as opposed to traditional 

questioning techniques such as hands up and no hands up questioning or writing in jotters. In 

hands up questioning, only pupils who feel confident enough to answer will raise their hand. 

No hands up questioning overcomes that hurdle but only allows to have one pupil answer a 

question. Writing in jotters should in theory have all pupils attempt the task, but it is more 

difficult to check, and does not offer the possibility to showcase every pupils’ work at the 

same time. 
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How	confident	do	you	feel	about	showing	your	
answers?	

very	confident	 pretty	confident	 not	confident	at	all	
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boards	than	when	writing	in	your	jotter?		

yes	 no	 no	answer	



Formative assessment 

Instruction does not always relate to what is learned. Frequent ‘checks for understanding’ 

need to be set in place so that the teacher can have an accurate representation of what pupils 

have understood. Assessment must be at the heart of all lessons so that teaching can be 

effective. 

 

One of the major benefits from using show-me boards is that it allows for instant feedback. 

The teacher is able to see in a snapshot what the whole class is thinking about a topic. As a 

pupil wrote in the questionnaire, ‘when you use them, you can see other people’s thoughts’. I 

found this particularly helpful when asking an open question through Think, Pair, Share. 

Think, Pair, Share is an AifL technique created by Lyman (1981).  Pupils write down their 

answer individually on their board, then discuss what they wrote with their partner, and 

finally the whole class holds up their board for everyone to see. This means that pupils can 

have a look around and compare what they have in common with other pupils and what they 

could add to their answer. This meant that every pupil had their reply taken into account by 

the whole class, in a very efficient way. 

Another advantage of getting immediate feedback is related to AifL. By seeing every pupils’ 

work at the same time, the teacher can get an accurate picture of how the class is progressing, 

what they understood and what they need more practice on. It is a useful tool for planning on 

the spot – I can spend more time on an aspect of learning that pupils haven’t fully understood 

yet, or move on to something new if I can see they have grasped the topic. I can also use the 

information I gathered from the show-me boards for planning the next lessons. For example, I 

used show-me boards to check vocabulary learning. I could see that most pupils remembered 

the words from the lesson, but some did not remember the words from the previous lesson. I 

was very quickly able to quiz pupils on these words as a form of retrieval practice. 

 

Another thing to acknowledge is wait time. A piece of feedback collected from the 

questionnaires was that some pupils felt that they often ‘don’t have enough time to answer’ on 

their show-me boards. I took this in consideration in later lessons and set up a 30 second timer 

after each question. This meant that all pupils had the opportunity to come up with an answer 

themselves. 

Bartlett (2015) highlights the need for appropriate wait time after each question. When given 

sufficient time to answer, pupils feel more confident and less anxious to respond to the 

question and can produce higher quality responses. I was able to observe this phenomenon in 



my classroom. I decided to give pupils ample time to answer and the less confident ones 

started writing down an answer more often. As pupils were not in a rush, they were able to 

check their answers for spelling mistakes before holding up their boards. 

 

Making learning visible 

Using show-me boards is an effective way of making learning visible. Hattie (2008) states 

that learning should be made clear and obvious, and not taken for granted. Making pupils 

aware of their own progress, whether it be by celebrating their success or generating some 

next steps creates a stimulating, positive classroom environment in which pupils feel safe. 

Getting all pupils to show their answers at the same time and encouraging them to look 

around the room means that they can compare answers with others and that all answers carry 

the same weight. This fosters a culture of acceptance of error, where making mistakes is 

acknowledged as a way of seeing progress. Most pupils felt that using show-me boards did 

not encourage them to try harder, though a few pupils replied that they ‘always try hard’. 

 
 

Such a positive classroom ethos ties in with the growth mindset idea. Everyone has different 

beliefs about their intelligence and their competence. Dweck and Master (2009) presume that 

there are two models of intelligence: an incremental one and an entity one. The incremental 

theory of intelligence states that people can change their abilities with time and effort. The 

entity theory of intelligence claims that intelligence is a fixed feature. Teaching pupils about 

the growth mindset allows them to seek success through challenges rather than avoid 

mistakes. In my lessons, I have pointed out common mistakes seen on the show-me boards so 

that pupils could correct their answers themselves. Being able to wipe out the board quickly is 
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Do	you	try	harder	when	using	show-me	boards	
than	writing	in	your	jotter?		

yes	 no	 no	answer	



an asset – pupils can instantly alter their response and feel less anxious about it because it is 

not permanent, as opposed to writing in jotters. 

 

Conclusions 

Show-me boards are a simple, effective way to assess pupils’ progress in real time. They 

guarantee whole class participation by setting clear expectations, provided that ample wait 

time is granted. They help in creating a positive classroom climate in which growth mindset is 

celebrated, encouraging pupils to try hard and make mistakes. 

However, this practitioner enquiry took place in a very short period of time, with a small 

sample of pupils. Consequently, the findings should not be extrapolated. 

 

Implication for future practice 

Show-me boards proved a positive addition to my catalogue of AifL strategies. In the future, I 

would thus continue to use show-me boards in my classroom on a regular basis. I will also 

keep looking for new AifL techniques to implement in my practice. I enjoyed carrying this 

practitioner enquiry, which allowed me to question my methods and develop as a reflective 

practitioner. 
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